In this report, the preparation of Fe-carbon nitride (CN)-based electrocatalysts (ECs) with a "coreshell" morphology for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is described. The ECs consist of spherical XC-72R carbon nanoparticles, the "cores", that are covered by a CN matrix, the "shell", embedding Fe species in "coordination nests". The latter is formed by the presence of carbon and nitrogen ligands on the surface of the CN matrix, the "shell". Two families of CN-based ECs are prepared, which are grouped on the basis of the concentration of N atoms in the CN "shell". Each group comprises of both a "pristine" and an "activated" EC; the latter is obtained from the "pristine" 
Introduction
As of today, one of the most important global challenges is the necessity to renovate completely the infrastructure required to harness and distribute energy [1] [2] [3] . New environment-friendly technologies must be implemented on a large scale to curtail the emissions of greenhouse gases and reduce the dependency on non-renewable energy sources [1] . To achieve these goals, electrochemical energy conversion and storage systems are expected to play a continually increasing role owing to their high efficiency and flexibility [3, 4] . In particular, low-temperature fuel cells (FCs) and metal-air batteries have attracted considerable interest due to their high energy and power densities [5] [6] [7] , thus making them suitable for small stationary systems [8] , the automotive sector [9] [10] [11] and portable electronics [12, 13] .
The operation of both metal-air batteries and low-temperature FCs is bottlenecked by the sluggish kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [14, 15] . In the case of low-temperature fuel cells, until very recently, the only viable electrolytes were proton-conducting systems (e.g., perfluorinated ionomers such as Nafion®, Hyflon-Ion®, 3M polymer, hydrocarbon-based membranes, among many others) [16] , giving rise to a highly acidic environment at the electrodes. Accordingly, lowtemperature FCs had to rely on ORR electrocatalysts (ECs) containing a high loading of platinumgroup metals (PGMs) in order to achieve a performance and durability level compatible with the applications [17, 18] . The latter is one of the main reasons why the large-scale rollout of lowtemperature fuel cells (e.g., proton-exchange membrane fuel cells, PEMFCs, and direct methanol fuel cells, DMFCs) has not been realized. In recent years, significant progress has been achieved in the development of advanced anion-exchange membranes (AEMs) allowing the facile diffusion of OH -anions [19, 20] . These systems generate a strongly alkaline environment at the electrodes, which is able to provide a promising ORR kinetics by means of "Pt-free" ECs [21] [22] [23] . The latter are mostly based on common transition metals, thus lowering the risk of supply bottlenecks [24] . These benefits have prompted significant research efforts, aimed at developing high-performance, "Pt-free" ECs for the alkaline environment [25, 26] .
There is a multitude of synthetic approaches to obtain "Pt-free" ORR electrocatalysts for the alkaline environment. A broad family of ECs includes the pyrolysis of precursors obtained by: (a) the chemical modification of carbon nanostructures (e.g., carbon nanoparticles [27] , carbon nanotubes [28, 29] , graphene sheets [30, 31] ); and (b) natural materials (e.g., blood biomass [29] , or eggs [32] ). Other ECs are prepared by supporting on carbon black active sites based on inorganic compounds such as oxides [33] , sulfides [34] , selenides [35] and many others. It should be pointed out that in the last decade, a unique and highly flexible synthetic protocol was devised, and later improved, in our laboratory [36] [37] [38] , which allowed for the preparation of two generations of metal alloy carbon nitride ECs. The first generation includes ECs based on small metal alloy nanoparticles (NPs) embedded in carbon nitride (CN) matrices of larger NPs [39, 40] . The CN matrix consists of graphitic materials in which a small amount of carbon atoms are substituted by N. The second generation groups the "coreshell" morphology ECs (CsECs). CsECs consist of a matrix of CN material, the "shell", which is wrapping homogeneously conductive NPs, the "core" [38, 41, 42] . Crucial in the preparation of these two generations of ECs is the synthesis of precursors, which in both cases are typically based on a suitable Zeolitic Inorganic-Organic Polymer Electrolyte (Z-IOPE). The latter is synthesized as reported elsewhere through a sol-gel and gel-plastic transition [37, 39] . The Z-IOPE precursor consists of a 3D hybrid inorganic-organic crosslinked system, where clusters of the desired metals are bonded together through bridges of a suitable binder [38] . The multi-step pyrolysis process of the Z-IOPE precursors plays a crucial role in the modulation of the chemical composition and of the morphology of the active sites of the CN-based ECs [43] . It was proven that the CN-based ECs show an outstanding ORR performance in an acid environment, both "ex-situ" and at the cathode of a single PEMFC [37, 44, 45] . The active sites are typically located on the surface of alloy NPs coordinated by the nitrogen and carbon ligands of the "coordination nests" of the CN matrix [42, 44, 46] . In the CN-based ECs, the alloy NPs bearing the active sites are stabilized in highly conducting CN matrices where the concentration of N atoms is lower than 5 wt%. Most of these N atoms are located in the "coordination nests" of the alloy NPs [37, 38] . In this way, CN-based ECs with a high dispersion of the active sites are easily obtained, which address the issues associated with the mass transport of reactants and products towards and from the active sites of the ECs. In ECs of the proposed composition, a good electrical contact between active sites and the external circuit is guaranteed by the CN matrix [37, 38, 44] .
This report for the first time describes the preparation protocol devised and optimized to synthesize ORR Fe-CN-based ECs: (i) demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed preparation protocol to obtain highly active "Pt-free" ORR electrocatalysts for the alkaline environment; and (ii) elucidating the complex interplay existing between the preparation parameters, the activation process (A), the physicochemical properties and the electrochemical performance of the resulting "core-shell" Fe-CN-based ECs. 
Synthesis of the electrocatalysts
The synthesis of the new Fe-CN-based ECs, which is inspired by the preparation protocol previously reported [47] , is discussed in the following text. FeCl3 (487 mg) is dissolved in a minimum amount of water (~ 2 mL). To this sample is added: (i) in a first step, a viscous solution prepared mixing 1820 mg of sucrose to ca. 2 mL of water; and (ii) in a second step, 1820 mg of XC-72R nanoparticles. The resulting suspension (Suspension I) is finally homogenized by probe sonication. A second suspension (Suspension II) is prepared as above described, using 2534 mg of K4Fe(CN)6·3H2O in place of FeCl3.
Suspension I and Suspension II are mixed, thoroughly homogenized by probe sonication, and allowed to rest for 2 days. The resulting product is dried in an oven at 120°C and transferred into a quartz tube, where it undergoes a three-step pyrolysis process under dynamic vacuum as follows:
Step 1: 150°C, 7 hours; Step 2: 300°C, 2 hours; Step III: 900°C, 2 hours. The resulting product is divided into two aliquots, labeled A and B. A is washed three times with water, yielding the "pristine" CN-based EC.
B undergoes the "activation process" (indicated as A in the following text), which consists of: (a) an etching step with 10 wt% hydrofluoric acid (HF) lasting two hours, followed by an extensive washing with water; and (b) a pyrolysis step under dynamic vacuum at 900°C lasting two hours. The resulting product is the "activated" CN-based EC. The protocol above is used to obtain two groups of CNbased ECs. In the first group, the molar ratio between FeCl3 and K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O is 1:2; accordingly, the resulting "pristine" and "activated" CN-based ECs are labeled "FeFe2-CNl 900/C" and "FeFe2-CNl 900/CA", respectively. In the second group, the molar ratio between FeCl3 and K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O is 2:1; and the synthesis is carried out exactly as above, with the difference that the amounts of FeCl3 and K4Fe(CN)6·3H2O are 974 and 1267 mg, respectively. In this latter group, the "pristine" and "activated" CN-based ECs are labeled "Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C" and "Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA", respectively.
Instruments and methods
The assay of C, H, N and S is determined by elemental analysis using an FISONS EA-1108 CHNS-O instrument. The wt% of Fe and K is assessed by Inductively-Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) carried out by means of a SPECTRO Arcos spectrometer with EndOnPlasma torch. The digestion of the samples is described elsewhere [40] camera. The preparation of the samples takes place in accordance with a protocol described elsewhere [44] . XPS spectra are collected at a Kratos Axis DLD Ultra X-ray photoelectron spectrometer using an Al K monochromatic source operating at 150 W with no charge compensation. The base pressure is ca. 2·10 −10 Torr; the operating pressure is ca. 2·10 −9 Torr. Survey and high-resolution spectra are acquired at pass energies of 80 and 20 eV, respectively. Acquisition time for survey spectra is 3 min;
in the case of high-resolution spectra, the acquisition time is 2 min for C1s, 5 min for O1s, and 30 min for both N1s and Fe2p regions. The analysis and quantification of the data are carried out in CasaXPS. The C1s, O1s and N1s spectra are quantified using linear background while Fe 2p using Shirley background subtraction. Sensitivity factors provided by the manufacturer are utilized. The curve-fit of N1s spectra is done using a 70% Gaussian/30% Lorentzian line shape. The surface area of the samples is determined by a Micrometrics Gemini V system using a 5-points BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) method.
Electrochemical measurements
The electrode inks are prepared following a protocol described in the literature [39] . Each electrode ink is deposited onto the glassy carbon (GC) disk (Ø 0.5 mm) of the rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) tip. The total loading of CN-based EC on the GC disk of the RRDE tip is equal to 0.765 mg·cm -2 . In the case of the Pt/C ref., the Pt loading is 15 µgPt·cm -2 . The electrochemical setup is described elsewhere [41] . Measurements in acid and alkaline environments are collected using as electrolyte a 0. RHE to detect the hydrogen peroxide [49] . The faradic ORR currents are obtained measuring first the cyclic voltammogramms in the N2-saturated 0.1 HClO4, and then subtracting these values from those collected under an oxygen atmosphere [50] . The contribution of the ohmic resistance of the electrochemical setup, which is evaluated after each measurement, is removed from the cyclic voltammograms [51] . To evaluate the activity of the CN-based ECs in different atmospheres, high purity nitrogen and oxygen gases (Air Liquide) are used to saturate the electrochemical cell. Tests in alkaline conditions are performed using the same procedure but with a 0.1 M KOH electrolyte solution. Current densities are obtained normalizing the disk currents to the GC geometric area.
Results and Discussion
The ORR performance of the proposed ECs is maximized by: (i) adopting a "core-shell" morphology with "cores" of spherical XC-72R carbon black NPs and "shells" of CN matrix; (ii) introducing a low concentration of N in the CN matrix, to be mostly included in "coordination nests"; and (iii)
taking advantage of Fe-CN-based coordination species to promote the electrochemical process. Two groups of CN-based ECs are prepared, distinguished by the concentration of cyano ligands in the starting metal complexes. Each group of CN-based ECs comprises both a "pristine" and an "activated" material. Fe is studied owing to its ability to provide stable metal-carbon coordination bonds with the CN matrix and for its well-known capability to promote the ORR both in the acid and in the alkaline medium [52] . With the aim to improve the ORR performance, "activated" ECs (which include the subscript "A" in the labels) are prepared by suitable treatments of "pristine" ECs to remove "non-active" Fe-based species and contaminants.
Chemical Composition

TABLE 1
All the CN-based ECs comprise a small wt% of heteroatoms, i.e. hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulfur. The chemical analysis of the CN-based ECs is summarized in Table 1 . The presence of H suggests that the graphitization of the organic fraction of the precursor is incomplete despite the high temperature of the final step of the pyrolysis process (Tf = 900°C) [40] . N is introduced in the CN "shell" matrix exclusively by the cyano ligands of the K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O reagent complexes. On these bases, it is reasonable to assume that N is not homogeneously distributed throughout the "shell" matrix, but it is mostly located close the Fe species [36] , which are thus stabilized in "coordination nests" of CN matrix based on C-and N-ligands [44] . In accordance with the stoichiometry of the reagents, the N fraction in FeFe2-CNl 900/C is almost twice that of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C. Traces of sulfur are detected which, as expected, are introduced by the XC-72R support [53] . After the extensive pyrolysis and washing processes of ECs, potassium is still present in the materials. This evidence demonstrates that negatively-charged Fe coordination complexes and alcoholate/carboxylate functional groups [42] are present in the CN "shell", which are neutralized by K + cations [40] . The presence of these ionic groups likely improves the hydrophilicity of the resulting ECs.
The concentration of Fe in both pristine ECs is very similar and is in accordance with the starting stoichiometry of the reagents, while A process significantly influences the stoichiometry of the ECs as follows: (a) the wt% of H is reduced, witnessing an improvement in the graphitization of the "activated" ECs; (b) the wt% of Fe rises in the order Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA < FeFe2-CNl 900/CA, in accordance with the trend of the wt% of N in the corresponding pristine ECs (see Table 1 ). This result highlights that the N-based ligands of the "coordination nests" of CN matrix in pristine ECs act to stabilize the metal complexes (see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4). Indeed, after A process the Fe species less stabilized owing to coordination by N ligands in the "coordination nests" are easily removed by the etching with HF. Thus, the type and density of the N-ligand species forming the "coordination nests" of CN matrices play a crucial role in the chemical stability of Fe NPs and of the Fecoordination complexes.
HR-TG analyses
The HR-TGA profiles reported in Figure 1 
FIGURE 1
It should be noticed that under an N2 atmosphere the thermal stability at T > 600°C (see Figure 1 (a)) of the CN-based ECs is higher than that of the Pt/C ref. This evidence, which is in accordance with other studies [37] , demonstrates that the presence of nitrogen in the CN matrix "shell" improves the thermal stability of ECs in the order: Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C < FeFe2-CNl 900/C (see Table 1 ). Two thermal events (I and II) are observed in the HR-TGA profiles of ECs (see Figure 1(a) ). Between ca. 550 and 700°C, (I) is attributed to the decomposition of the CN "shell"; and (II), at T > 800°C, is assigned to the degradation of the XC-72R "cores". (II) is promoted by the presence of metal species on the surface of the ECs. Moreover, A improves the thermal stability of ECs increasing the graphitization of the CN "shell" [37, 44] . The mass loss at T < 200°C is diagnostic of the hydrophilicity of the ECs, and corresponds to the elimination process of H2O. As expected, the hydrophilicity of the ECs rises on the N concentration and decreases on A, as follows: XC-72R < Pt/C ref. < Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA < FeFe2-CNl 900/CA < Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C < FeFe2-CNl 900/C.
In the oxidizing atmosphere, the main degradation event TD is detected between 400 and 680°C. TD is associated to the oxidation of the carbon-based matrix (see Figure 1 demonstrates that Pt NPs are efficient catalysts for the degradation of the carbon support [54] . The correlation existing between TD and A process (see Figure 1(b) ) highlights that the CN-based ECs include two main types of Fe species: (i) oxophilic Fe species which, thanks to their stabilization in "coordination nests" (see above), are not affected significantly by A and modulate TD; and (ii) other "inert" Fe species, not stabilized in "coordination nests", which are easily removed during A and do not affect TD. The HR-TGA profile in the high-temperature wing corresponds to the FexOy residue under an oxidizing atmosphere. The wt% of this latter residue is in accordance with the Fe assay (see Table 1 ) and in ECs rises in the order: FeFe2-CNl 900/C ≈ Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C > FeFe2-CNl 900/CA > Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA.
Powder X-Ray Diffraction Studies
The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles of the ECs shown in Figure 2 are quantitatively analyzed by the Rietveld method in order to identify as much as possible the structural features of the different phases composing the ECs and to obtain an estimate of their domain size and relative abundance [55] . For the sake of comparison the XRD profile of XC-72R, together with the results of its Rietveld analysis, are shown in Figure S1 of Supplementary Information.
FIGURE 2 TABLE 2
The phase characterizing the XRD patterns of the CN-based ECs consists of a hexagonal P63/mc component corresponding to the XC-72R "core" support with domain sizes in the range of ca. 2.2-2.5 nm, COD#9008569 [56] . In details, the hexagonal P63/mc phase of XC-72R is characterized by a main (002) peak at 2 ≈ 25° and by two minor peaks at 2 ≈ 43°, 56° which are associated with the (111) and (004) reflections, respectively. A careful analysis of the XRD profiles of ECs demonstrates that the preparation procedure has no influence on the structure and the morphology of this phase.
Peaks ascribed to Fe-based NPs are detected, which are quite sharp and correspond to metal NPs with sizes larger than 80-90 nm. These Fe-based NPs, which are coordinated by the CN "shell" matrix, are formed during the pyrolysis process from clusters of Fe coordination complexes of the precursor, in accordance with the mechanism elsewhere described [38] . The metal component mostly consists of the following species: (a) in FeFe2-CNl 900/C: cementite (Fe3C, COD#9012188 [56] ) for ca. 10 wt%;
(b) in Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C: magnetite (Fe3O4, COD#1010369 [56] ) for ca. 12 wt%, with some traces of cementite. These results prove that nitrogen concentration in the CN "shell" plays an important role in the modulation of the structure and morphology of Fe-based species during the pyrolysis process.
Indeed, as the precursor is heated to the pyrolysis temperature, it expels most of its oxygen atoms as volatile oxygen-based species such as water, CO2 and CO [38] which, in principle, could react with the Fe to yield the FexOy derivatives. In FeFe2-CNl 900/C the relatively high N content in the "coordination nests" enhances the interactions between the CN matrix (the EC "shell") and the Febased NPs, thus inhibiting the formation of FexOy NPs. In Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C the opposite situation is observed, demonstrating that a lower N content (see Table 1 ) reduces the density and strength of metal-N interactions in "coordination nests", facilitating the aggregation and growth of FexOy NPs such as Fe3O4 (see Table 2 ). Furthermore, the XRD patterns indicate that A process influences significantly the structure of the CN-based ECs, as follows: (1) Table 2 ). These pieces of evidence are in accordance with the chemical composition results (see Table 1 ), demonstrating that the interactions between the CN matrix (the "shell") and Febased species are crucial in modulating the structure and the morphology of active sites in these ECs. demonstrates that A is a very efficient process in eliminating the Fe-based NPs in this sample (see Table 1 and Figure 2(d) ). Figure 4 displays the HR-TEM images of the CN-based ECs. The HR-TEM micrographs of Figure 5 provide crucial information on the morphology of the CN "shell" matrix and on the chemical composition (see Table 1 ) of ECs, which corroborates and completes the structural studies carried out by powder XRD (see Section 3.3). In detail, the interplanar distances measured in the micrographs of Figure 5 coincide with powder XRD results and prove that the following metal NPs are present: (a) for FeFe2-CNl 900/C, systems with an interplanar distance of ca. 2.4 Å (see Figure 5(a) ), corresponding to the typical d121 values of cementite (Fe3C); (b) for FeFe2-CNl 900/CA, the revealed interplanar distance is ca. 2.1 Å (see Figure 5(b) ), which is attributed to the d111 of fcc -Fe (austenite). The presence of these NPs induces in both ECs ordering in the CN "shell". Indeed, well-ordered "onion-like" carbon nitride layers are formed, which encapsulate the metal NPs in "coordination nests". The CN "shell" presents the typical d002 ≈ 3.6 Å interplanar distance usually revealed in graphite-like carbon nitride structures [38, 44] . It should be noted that upon A: (a) the thickness of the "onion-like" CN "shell" is reduced by 50% (from ≈ 6 to ≈ 3 nm for Table 1 ); accordingly, the size of metal NPs is decreased (see Figure 4 (a) and Figure   4 (b)). However, in FeFe2-CNl 900/CA the surface of metal NPs is still wrapped by the "onion-like" CN layers (see Figure 5(b) ). This evidence points out that the latter layers are very flexible. Indeed, they are able to shrink, matching the morphology of the underlying metal NP template.
A similar behavior of morphology is revealed for pristine Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C, where Fe3O4 (magnetite)
NPs with an interplanar distance of d131 ≈ 2.5 Å, are covered by a CN "shell". The inspection of HR-TEM images of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C and Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA shows that: (a) the structure and composition of NPs are in accordance with powder XRD studies (see Table 2 ); (b) a clear "coreshell" morphology characterizes the NPs; and (c) the CN "shell" shows a foamy morphology and wraps the XC-72R "core" NPs (see Figure S2 of Supplementary Information).
TABLE 3
A comparison between the results reported in Table 3 indicates that A raises the BET area of the ECs.
It should be pointed out that in both activated CN-based ECs, the area is relatively close to that of XC-72R support NPs. Taken all together, results allow to conclude that A is a very effective process:
(a) for the disaggregation of the "core-shell" NPs; and (b) in the reduction of the thickness of their CN "shell".
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies
Further information on the correlation between the structure and the performance of the proposed ECs is obtained by investigating the surface chemical features of CN-based ECs and XC-72R by XPS. TABLE 4   Table 4 indicates that the surface concentration of Fe: (a) decreases in the order Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C > FeFe2-CNl 900/C; and (b) is lower than the detection limit of the XPS technique for activated CNbased ECs. This, in accordance with the morphological and structural information previously discussed, shows that Fe-based NPs: (a) are encapsulated in compact "onion-like" CN "shells" in FeFe2-CNl 900/C (see Figure 5 (a)), thus compromising their exposure to the outer surface of the CNbased "shells"; (b) in Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C, they are embedded in a very porous and foam-like carbon nitride "shell" (see Figure S2 in Supplementary Information), which facilitates their exposure on the external EC surface. A, as expected, is very effective in the elimination of Fe species (see Table 1 , Figure 3 and Figure 4) . Indeed, after A only Fe complexes strongly bound to the CN matrix are selectively left in the "shell", thus yielding very stable active sites stabilized by the "coordination nests". The lack of detection of these Fe complexes by XPS confirms these results. Furthermore, with respect to XC-72R, in CN-based ECs the concentration of O species is lower (see Table 4 ). This 
FIGURE 6
The curve fit of the high-resolution XPS N1s region (see Figure 6 ) shows six peaks, which are assigned to the following six different N-functionalities [52, 57, 58] : cyano or imine (398 eV);
pyridinic N (398.6 eV); Nx-Fe species (399.6 eV); pyrrolic N (400.7 eV); graphitic N with possible contribution of quaternary N (401.8 eV); and oxidized nitrogen species (403 eV). A comparison of the spectral features of these peaks reveals that after A: (i) the intensities of oxidized N peak (see Figure 6 ) decrease, confirming that the graphitization of the CN matrix of the EC "shells" is improved; (ii) the density of N-functionalities of pyrrolic nitrogen increased also due to increased graphitization; and (iii) the pyridinic and N-ligand functionalities involved in the Nx-Fe "coordination nests", which are expected to play a crucial role in the ORR process [58, 59] , are only slightly affected. Taken all together, results allow us to summarize that: (a) the relative intensity of the peak ascribed to pyrrolic-like N functionalities increases in the order: FeFe2-CNl 900/C < FeFe2-CNl 900/CA < Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C ≈ Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA; and (b) the peak intensity ratio Nx-Fe/pyrrolic N in FeFe2-CNl 900/C and FeFe2-CNl 900/CA is larger than the values of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C and Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA ECs (see Table S1 ). This permits us to propose that probably: (a) pyrrolic-like N functionalities act to facilitate the first 2-electron reduction step of O2 into H2O2 [52, 58, 59] ; and (b)
Nx-Fe species play a crucial role in the modulation of the overall ORR kinetics in "Pt-free" ECs [58, 60] . Now, if we consider that the density of pyrrolic N-like functionalities and Nx-Fe coordination species are crucial parameters for the modulation of the ORR activity and selectivity of ECs, it is expected that the best EC in the ORR process is FeFe2-CNl 900/CA. The latter EC has a higher relative amount of N coordinated to iron with respect to pyrrolic N, that facilitates more efficient reduction of hydrogen peroxide by Nx-Fe species. This sample also includes the Fe3C phase which, according to "in-situ" XAS (X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy) studies, should be inactive towards O2 adsorption;
on the other hand, subsurface Fe/FexC may also act to stabilize the peroxide intermediate on the active site in the alkaline medium.
[61]
CV-TF-RRDE investigations
The "ex situ" performance of the CN-based ECs in the ORR process is investigated by CV-TF-RRDE in order to detect the kinetic parameters describing the reduction mechanisms and the selectivity towards the four-electron process. The ORR disk current densities (JORR) and ring currents (Ir) of both pristine and activated ECs on E vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) are shown in Figure 7 .
FIGURE 7
The Tafel plots derived from the ORR profiles reported in Figure 7 [44] are shown in Figure 8 .
FIGURE 8
In the acid environment the ORR Tafel slopes decrease from ca. 170 mV·dec -1 to ca. 120 mV·dec 
where ik is the ORR kinetic current determined on Figure 8 (b) at 0.85 V vs. RHE, mEC is the EC mass deposited on the RRDE tip and ABET is the BET area of the ECs obtained by nitrogen physisorption technique (see Table 3 ). SSA results are summarized in Table 5 .
TABLE 5
The selectivity in the 4-electron pathway of the ORR is gauged by evaluating the fraction of hydrogen peroxide (XH2O2) oxidated at the ring by means of Eq. 2 [49] :
where ID and Ir are the current values measured concurrently on the glassy-carbon disk and on the platinum ring. The collection efficiency of the ring is N = 0.38. XH 2 O 2 results on E are plotted in Figure 9 . in the acid environment, the ORR occurs when O2 is adsorbed on the "inner-sphere" of EC NPs [62] which, for the Pt/C ref., yields strong Pt-O2,ad -and Pt-Oad coordination bonds [63] ; while (b) in the alkaline solutions, in accordance with other studies [62] , the ORR takes place involving two concurring O2 adsorption phenomena on the metal active sites. In this latter case, the two processes consist of: (i) a first one, similar to that occurring in acid solutions (); and (ii) a second one, ascribed to a weaker "outer-sphere" O2 adsorption event (). (β), which is less modulated by the type of the active site, occurs quite easily even in the absence of active sites based on platinum-group metals (PGMs) [62] . In the alkaline environment, it is expected that for the Pt/C ref. both () and () processes are operating simultaneously, while in CN-based ECs (α) is inhibited and at low  the ORR proceeds mostly through (β) process. Now, if we admit that (β) is almost independent of the type of specific adsorption site, it is reasonable to assume that the reactivity of the entire surface of the CNbased ECs is playing a crucial role in the ORR process. A different behavior is detected in acid solutions where the ORR process, which is modulated by the "inner-shell" O2 adsorption phenomena, occurs on the surface of the active metal sites. On this basis, SSA (see Eq. 1 and Table 5 ) is a meaningful figure of merit to diagnose in the kinetic regime the performance of the CN-based ECs in alkaline solution. In detail, the SSA of the CN-based ECs is almost three orders of magnitude lower than that of the Pt/C ref. (see Table 5 ). Accordingly, with respect to (β) process, which occurs for both the Pt/C ref. and the CN-based ECs, (α) process, which takes place at low ORR overpotentials on the Pt sites of the Pt/C ref., is responsible for the main contribution to the significantly improved ORR kinetics in this case. Finally, at pH > 12, (β) yields a 2-electron exchange process, which produces an HO2 -intermediate [64] . HO2 -is reduced to water on the electrocatalyst surface, either:
(i) on the same active site, or (ii) upon diffusion to another active metal site yielding a consecutive "series" of 2e -x 2e -processes with an overall 4e -pathway [62] .
Pristine FeFe2-CNl 900/C shows the highest ORR , both in the acid and in the alkaline environment (see Figure 7 , and Figure 8 ). This result is consistent with a significant aggregation of the EC nanoparticles, yielding the lowest overall BET area (see Table 3 ) where the ORR can take place. In the acid environment, the Tafel slope of pristine FeFe2-CNl 900/C is very high, ca. 170 mV·dec -1 (see Figure 8 ). This value is associated with a very low intrinsic ORR kinetics [52] . In the alkaline environment, the Tafel slope of pristine FeFe2-CNl 900/C: (i) at low ORR  is equal to ca. 80 mV·dec -1 ; and (ii) increases up to more than 150 mV·dec -1 as the ORR is raised. This can be attributed to a progressive modulation vs.  of the O2 adsorption isotherm [50] . Indeed, at low , O2 adsorption likely takes place owing to a mixed Temkin-Langmuir process with a Tafel slope ranging between 60 ("pure" Temkin isotherm) and 120 mV·dec -1 ("pure" Langmuir isotherm) [65] . This phenomenon is explained if we consider that the first electron transfer process, which takes place immediately after the "outer-sphere" O2 adsorption event, becomes progressively easier and faster as the electron density at the electrode rises. In this way: (i) the overall ORR kinetics is improved; and (ii) the adsorption sites are regenerated with a higher rate. In the alkaline solutions, X * H2O2 of pristine FeFe2-CNl 900/C is the lowest (16.4%), since the aggregation of the CN-based EC NPs inhibits the elimination of the HO2 -intermediate from the electrode layer thus reducing its detection on the ring electrode [66, 67] . On the contrary, in the acid environment, X * H2O2 of pristine FeFe2-CNl 900/C is very high (ca. 35%), suggesting that its surface is very rich in oxygen-based species (see Table 4 ).
Therefore, the dissociative adsorption of O2 in "inner sphere" processes, which requires the presence of at least two adjacent free active sites [49, 68] , is hindered. Upon A, the ORR performance of FeFe2-CNl 900/C is significantly improved both in the acid and in the alkaline solutions (see Figure 7 ). This behavior is attributed to the ability of A to disaggregate the NPs of the ECs, raising both the BET area (see Table 3 ) and the number of ORR active sites. In the alkaline environment, on the basis of the SSA increase upon A (see Table 5 ) we can also assume that the turnover frequency of the active sites has been increased. Indeed, in this case, an efficient stabilization of the HO2 -ORR intermediate is expected due to the presence of active metal sites with a high concentration of cationic Fe coordination species, which are formed when carbon and nitrogen heteroatom-based ligands are present on the CN matrix (the "coordination nests") [62] . In the alkaline environment, A improves the kinetics of the ORR processes and reduces : E(J5%) increases from 0.855 to 0.908 V vs. RHE.
Consequently, the contribution of O2 adsorption process following the Temkin isotherm is increased, and the Tafel slopes are concurrently reduced (see Figure 8 ) [50] . After A the ORR overpotentials of ECs in the acid solutions are very significant (E(J5%) < 750 mV vs. RHE). This result suggests that no O2-based intermediates are adsorbed on the surface of the active sites, as expected on the basis of a Langmuir-like isotherm with a Tafel slope equal to ca. 120 mV·dec -1 . The elimination of O-based species from the active sites facilitates the dissociative adsorption of O2, reducing X * H2O2 in the acid environment from 35.2% for FeFe2-CNl 900/C to 25.9% for FeFe2-CNl 900/CA (see Figure 9 and Figure 10 ). In the alkaline solution, after A the disaggregation of the EC NPs facilitates the elimination of the HO2 -intermediates from the active site surface. The intermediates then form H2O2, which is easily detected at the ring electrode. The latter reveals that X * H2O2 increases from 16.4% for FeFe2-CNl 900/C to 34.0% for FeFe2-CNl 900/CA (see Figure 9 and Figure 10 ).
A comparison of the ORR profiles (see Figure 7) shows that the ORR performance improves in the order FeFe2-CNl 900/C < Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C. It is observed that for Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C: (i) in the alkaline environment, E(J5%) > ca. 30 mV (0.887 and 0.855 mV vs. RHE for Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C and FeFe2-CNl 900/C, respectively); and (ii) in the acid environment, JORR > ca. 50% at V < 0.6 V vs. RHE (see Figure 7 (a)). Similar Tafel slopes suggest that the ORR mechanism in pristine FeFe2-CNl 900/C and Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C is quite similar to one another for both the acid and the alkaline condition (see Figure 8 ). The improved ORR performance of pristine Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C over FeFe2-CNl 900/C can be attributed to the much larger BET area of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C (see Table 3 ), which comprises a much higher number of active sites. This interpretation is further supported by the analysis of X * H2O2 values which, in alkaline solutions, are higher for Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C than for FeFe2-CNl 900/C (20.8% vs.
16.4%, respectively, see Figure 10 ). Indeed, as the BET area of ECs is increased, the OH2 -intermediates are better eliminated from the electrode layer and easily detected at the RRDE ring. On the other hand, with respect to FeFe2-CNl 900/C, the SSA of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C in the alkaline environment is slightly lower (see Table 5 ). This result is rationalized considering that, with respect to FeFe2-CNl 900/C, the surface concentration of cationic Fe-species bound by the carbon and nitrogen-based functionalities of the "coordination nests" is lower in Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C (see Section 3.5). Accordingly, the long-range electrostatic stabilization of the HO2 -ORR intermediates is inferior, thus hindering O2 adsorption by means of "outer-shell" processes and consequently slowing the overall ORR kinetics.
A significantly improves the ORR performance of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA. Indeed, JORR of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA in the mixed kinetic-diffusion region is larger by ca. 80% and 30% in the acid and alkaline environments, respectively (see Figure 7 ). This is likely associated to an increase of the BET area (see Table 3 ), which originates ECs with a significantly increased number of ORR active metal sites.
This interpretation is further supported by the growth of X * H2O2 values in the alkaline environment from 20.8% to 34.3% for Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C and Fe2Fe-CNl 900/CA, respectively (see Figure 10 ). Thus, a higher BET area facilitates the elimination of the HO2 -ORR intermediates, which are then detected at the RRDE ring. In the acid environment, after A, X * H2O2 of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C decreases from 35.0% to 19.3%, concurrently with the reduction of the surface density of O-based functionalities (see Table   4 ). These latter, as expected, hinder the dissociative adsorption of O2. Finally, Table 5 shows that the SSA of Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C does not change significantly upon A. This demonstrates that, after A, no effects are detected on the functional features responsible for the ORR process in Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C.
These features include the surface density of active cationic Fe complexes bound in the "coordination nests" of the CN matrix.
Conclusions
A very reliable protocol is proposed to obtain two groups of "core-shell" ORR CN-based ECs without PGMs. The "cores" consist of XC-72R carbon black NPs, which are covered by a thin carbon nitride "shell" that embeds Fe species bound into the matrix through nitrogen and carbon-based "coordination nests". In pristine ECs, the N wt% rises in the order Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C < FeFe2-CNl 900/C, concurrently with the thermal stability under inert N2 atmosphere. The reverse trend is observed for the thermal stability in an oxidizing atmosphere, as witnessed by the main degradation event TD which decreases from 550°C to 400°C. TD is diagnostic of the capability of Fe species in active sites to promote the adsorption of O2. HR-TEM shows that the CN "shells" embed Fe3C and Taking all together, in accordance with other results [60] , the ORR performance and selectivity are correlated with the physicochemical properties of the CN matrix (the "shell") of here-proposed ECs.
Furthermore, the increase of E(J5%) in the order FeFe2-CNl 900/C < Fe2Fe-CNl 900/C and after A treatment is consistent with the following phenomena: (i) the BET area of the ECs is increased (see Table 3 ); and (ii) the surface concentration of Fe-based complexes bound by nitrogen-and carbonbased "coordination nests" is raised. Indeed, after A the absolute number of active sites in ECs is increased, thus raising X * H2O2 in the alkaline environment from ca. 18% to ca. 35% respectively for pristine and activated ECs, respectively. These results suggest that the disaggregation of the EC NPs facilitates the elimination of HO2 -species from the EC surface owing to a concurrent multi-site mechanism as confirmed by the concentration of H2O2 detected at the RRDE ring. Finally, it should be pointed out that the presence of a high density of FeCxNy complexes on the surface of the ECs improves the intrinsic ORR turnover frequency, which is also triggered by the coordination of the HO2 -ORR intermediates into stable Fe-based complexes strongly bound in "coordination nests" [62] .
This phenomenon is particularly evident for FeFe2-CNl 900/C and FeFe2-CNl 900/CA ECs, where it is revealed a higher wt% of nitrogen ligands, which are stabilizing the Fe-complexes fixed in "coordination nests" of the CN matrix.
In conclusion, this report describes an efficient synthesis protocol to obtain "Pt-free" CN-based ECs with (a) a very good ORR performance in the alkaline environment; and (b) a highly promising perspective for application in energy conversion devices such as AEMFCs and metal-air batteries. FIGURE 10 
(a) This value is lower than the detection limit of the XPS instrumentation. Table 3 . BET area of the CN-based ECs as determined by nitrogen physisorption techniques. Table 4 . The chemical composition of the surface of CN-based ECs (at.%) as determined by XPS. Table 5 . SSA of the CN-based ECs in the alkaline environment.
